Insides

In Brief
I wanted to make something that is a succession of depraved and arresting
images with a narrative.
The story is about an 8 year old disfigured girl who does gross & menial
tasks by day and then torments red headed boys by night with her mixed
demographic gang.
One night at Whammy Bar (doesn’t actually have to be Whammy btw) she
gets an infection of ‘bird beaks’ on the wrist and has to be resurrected by
an Occult priest that looks like Jimmy Saville. The girl comes back as a holy
divinity covered in red hair. The title for the video could alternatively be
called ‘Karma Bitch’.
I’ll go into more detail.

Story
I.
Sarah is a disfigured 8 year old girl covered in bandages, she squats in the
middle of an office and feeds paper into a shredder. She is surrounded by
piles of shredded pulp. A peacock in the room shuffles nervously.
Sarah stands on an oak table, mopping the surface with grey water. She
plucks cigarette butts out from a row of plastic bags, washing each butt
with a sponge. Disenchanted, bored, she struggles slowly through this
menial work.

II.
On a city street at night Sarah leads a skinny chinese man, a well dressed
old dame, and a strong shirtless man into a hair salon.
Inside the bright salon, six Asian boys stand in a circle around a red haired
boy that is having his locks of red hair shaved off. The Asian boys cheer
him on.
Halfway through the haircut, Sarah and her gang interrupt, yanking out
the electric razor’s cable. The Asian boys scatter out of the salon door and
the barber cowers in the corner.
The gang brutalize the ginger boy, tipping hair care products and bags of
hair over him, the hair sticks all over his trembling body.
Again on the city streets we see Sarah and her gang laughing, playing with
clumps of ginger hair, wrapping it round their heads with filthy bandages
as they walk into a bar.

III.
Inside, it is dark. A band is playing. We can’t see the musicians or the audience, just back-lit silhouettes on-stage and vague moving shadows. Sarah
becomes transfixed by a guitar solo and she collapses onto the floor.

IV.
The shirtless man carries her limp body through the night, the rest of the
gang in tow. They enter a brightly lit room that looks an occult temple
crossed with a sleek Thai hotel bathroom. Inside a sexless occult priest
jumps to attention.
Sarah’s body is laid on a cool tile floor. The priest unwraps a section of bandage from the girl’s wrist, revealing a tiny bird beak opening and closing.
The priest is dismayed.
The priest drenches her with lighter fluid and drops a lit match. As she
burns, the priest poses in the figure of a cross, and shoots roman candles
from each hand.
Sarah is consumed in flame, magenta smoke rises from her body, a burning
pile of rags. From out of the plumes of smoke Sarah is back on her feet.
The bandages are unwrapped from her sticky skin to reveal a body covered
in red hair. Everyone in the room bows down. Sarah screams/is distraught.

V.
Closeup of the Ginger boys face we saw earlier in the hair salon. He is
hairless, ecstatic, screaming, laughing and crying with delight as he rides a
chariot pulled by the Asian boys, through an alley towards a blinding eruption of fireworks/roman candles.

Additional Comments
This is an incongruous and jarring operatic story, and paired with the track
will become a snide assault, it will look lush and leave a stink.
I want to leave people squirming a little so that they remember this video,
and some of the details will be genuinely putrid - especially the ciggie
butts, grey mop water and brutal human hair violence. I hope that this
texture comes across in the pitch.
I also think its interesting to think of the lyrics transplanted into the head
of such an alien and nihilistic character. She reacts violently to the banality of life by destroying an alien figure/something beautiful, and in turn is
transformed into her own victim.
There is no specific symbolism here, the imagery is just a black vomit,
induced by the frenzy of the main character, who has suffered some kind of
spiritual decay.
I am looking forward to either having Emily, Billy and Alex in the video
as ‘the band’ which we see in the grimy venue, or maybe as just as extras
placed sneakily in a few other scenes? Sounds fun either way.

Conclusion
For the last video I made with Candlelit pictures they helped me to create a
world made out of trash; a literal life sized garbage dump for my character
to wander in, they also found me a Chinese crested hound, a mechanical
bull and an old piano. I think its going to be fun applying that experience
to the needs of this video.
Anyway - please ask me questions! I think it will be great to meet with you
guys to sell this crazy story!
Thanks for your time!
Damian Golfinopoulos

